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Death And Taxes vs. Preserving Wealth - The
Final Exit Planning Contest
Full disclosure: Wealth preservation planning can’t help any of us cheat death, but it can
help business owners to avoid taxes and achieve financial security. Read on.
The ideal Exit Plan (one that provides the business exit you desire) includes a strategy to
help you preserve your hard-earned wealth from unnecessary taxation when it is
transferred to your family. But to preserve wealth, business owners must take steps before
they actually have it. In other words, to realize all of the potential benefits of various wealth
preservation techniques, owners must make plans before they convert the value of their
businesses to cash.
The foundation for wealth preservation planning is found in the answers to two of the
questions you answered in Step One of this Exit Planning process:
1. How much wealth do you want when you exit your company? And, for parents, the
follow-up question: How much wealth do you want your children to have?
2. How long before you leave your company?
Using your answers as guideposts, you (and your advisors) can then choose the planning
technique that will best preserve your wealth, provide for your family and minimize your
tax bill. Let’s look at how one fictional owner used wealth preservation techniques to do
exactly that.
George recognized that he’d waited too long to begin gifting part of his company to his
kids. A week before, George’s CPA had told him that, based on the company's pre-tax
cash flow of $2 million per year, his company could be worth as much as $12 million to a

third party.
After recovering from that shock, George realized first that he didn’t need nearly that much
cash to retire in style and second, that if he didn’t transfer at least half the value of his
business before a sale, his family could be looking at millions in gift or estate taxes!
To remedy this situation George and his Exit Planning advisors:
1. Hired a Certified Business Appraiser to assign a conservative, but supportable
value to the company.
Result: Based on current tax case law and valuation principles, the appraiser valued
the transfer of a 49% minority (less than controlling) interest at $4 million. In her
opinion, the appropriate minority discount was 35 percent of the full fair market
value (assumed to be $12 million) of the stock.
Result: Using the 35 percent discount, George could give away half of the company
to his children (a gift valued at approximately $4 million) and would pay no gift tax
based on 2011 law which provides for a $5 million lifetime gift tax exemption.
While George was happy with the idea of not paying tax, he didn’t relish using most
of his lifetime gift and estate tax exemption, and wanted a better answer. So he took
another step to avoid needlessly wasting this most valuable exemption.
2. Created a GRAT—a Grantor Retained Annuity Trust. (See “GRAT Note” at the end
of this article for more detailed information.)
Result: Using a GRAT—perhaps the biggest lever in the Wealth Preservation Game
—George would avoid using a significant part of his $5 million lifetime gift tax
exclusion, and would still give almost 50 percent of the company to his children.
Through wealth preservation planning performed well in advance of George’s exit George
was able to:
Transfer one-half of a business with a fair market value of $9-$12 million to his
children in four years (a timeframe George chose) using little or none of his lifetime
exemption.
Receive all of the cash flow from the company during that four-year period, because
the annuity payment to George was designed to equal the amount of cash flow
expected from the stock transferred into the GRAT. And George needed this
income to achieve his financial security exit objective.
Transfer (after four years, or at the termination of the trust) the trust asset (one-half
of the company) to trusts for his children, completely free of any gift tax.
George had established these trusts when he created the GRAT to carry out his wishes
regarding when, and if, his children would receive money from those trusts.
Techniques such as GRATs and the careful use of minority discounts (as well as many
other estate tax avoidance techniques), only work as intended if they are put in place well
before you exit your business. These techniques also work well when two objectives, in

this case George’s financial security and his desire to provide for his family, must be
achieved in tandem.
If you wish, we can provide you with additional information about transferring wealth to
children and/or protecting as much wealth as legally permissible from unnecessary
taxation.
GRAT Note:
We provide here additional details about how and why a GRAT can help to achieve an
owner’s twin objectives: the need for financial security and to provide for one’s family.
A GRAT is an irrevocable trust into which the business owner (and the Trustee of the
GRAT) transfers some of his stock. The GRAT must make a fixed payment (annuity) to
the owner each year for a pre-determined number of years. At the end of that period, any
stock remaining is transferred to the owner's children.
Stock transferred into a GRAT is treated as a gift. The amount of that gift is the value of
the asset transferred minus the present value of the annuity that the owner will continue to
receive. (George's advisors made sure that the present value of the annuity paid out over
four years almost equaled the value of the stock transferred into the GRAT. In doing so,
George made only a nominal and non-taxable gift.)
The key to a GRAT's success is to transfer to it an asset that appreciates in value and/or
produces income in excess of 120 percent of the federal mid-term interest rate, which
fluctuates monthly.
The information contained in this article is general in nature and is not legal, tax or financial
advice. For information regarding your particular situation, contact an attorney or a tax or
financial advisor. The information in this newsletter is provided with the understanding that it does
not render legal, accounting, tax or financial advice. In specific cases, clients should consult their
legal, accounting, tax or financial advisor. This article is not intended to give advice or to
represent our firm as being qualified to give advice in all areas of professional services. Exit
Planning is a discipline that typically requires the collaboration of multiple professional advisors.
To the extent that our firm does not have the expertise required on a particular matter, we will
always work closely with you to help you gain access to the resources and professional advice
that you need.
This is an opt-in newsletter published by Business Enterprise Institute, Inc., and presented to you
by our firm. We appreciate your interest.
Any examples provided are hypothetical and for illustrative purposes only. Examples include
fictitious names and do not represent any particular person or entity.

As a Certified Exit Planning Specialist, Denis brings a unique blend of experience to the
marketplace having been involved in more than 100 transactions as a buyer, seller, investor,
advisor or financier of businesses throughout his career. He previously was involved in private
equity for ten years and was responsible for identifying, underwriting, structuring, closing and
managing investments including developing growth and exit strategies. In addition he has served
as a director of a variety of both domestic and international privately held companies.
Pace Capital Advisors provides merger and acquisition advisory services to owners of lower
middle market businesses in the Southeastern US, typically companies with revenues ranging
from $5 million to $50 million. Our target market comprises entrepreneurs, family business

owners, and other privately-held business owners who seek the guidance and counsel of proven
merger and acquisition professionals when considering the complex set of options available to
them for selling or transferring ownership of their business. Our services range from preparing
business owners and their companies for the process of ownership transition to full responsibility
for conducting a business sale process on the owners’ behalf. Pace’s principals have acquired
and sold numerous businesses during our careers in private equity, corporate development,
investment banking and venture capital. We know how to properly package and position a
business to maximize its transferable value. Our experience includes over one hundred merger
and acquisition transactions in which we have occupied almost every seat at the transaction
closing table - buyer, seller, owner, lender, and M&A advisor. We know what it takes to make a
deal work, strategically, financially and psychologically, how to prepare business owners and
their companies for the sale process, and what it takes to close the deal. (404) 843-8618
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